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In a short chapter on prognosis and therapy several useful signs
indicative of hypochondria are presented: if the patient refers to his
complaints rather interpretively; if he seems to present his complaint for
discussion and for the sake of presentation only; and if the patient has
visited a great many physicians with the same problems over many years
with a net effect of an increase in his worry and distrust. The author
goes on to corroborate the usual impression that therapy is rather un-
rewarding with severely hypochondriacal syndromes. Nonetheless, electro-
convulsive therapy and the newer anti-depressant drugs seem to be quite
effective in some patients, especially those who have an associated
depression.
On the whole, however, the fact that only 19 of this book's 452 pages
concern prognosis and treatment, epitomizes my impression that Hypo-
chondriacal Syndromes is primarily a tour de force of descriptive and
nosological psychiatry, albeit an interesting phenomenologic case book.
Although the author does avoid polemics, I feel he goes to inordinate
lengths in discussing all the possible permutations and combinations of
signs and symptoms. While this work does document the ubiquity of
psychogenic somatization processes and the severe personality disorgani-
zation they may imply, it does not seem to be a major theoretical con-
tribution, except perhaps as a summary of the extensive world literature.
Finally, this study disappointingly does not present any therapeutic pro-
cedures, either psychological or pharmacological, which might be used by
practicing physicians. It is apparent that such specific and practical treat-
ment approaches are still to be developed, as psychiatry tries to find such
means, as does the rest of medicine, at the bedside and in the laboratories.
F. PATRICK McKEGNEY
BIBLIOTHECA MEDICA: PHYSICIAN FOR ToMopRROw. Dedication of the
Countway Library of Medicine, May 26 and 27, 1965. Edited by David
McCord. Boston, Harvard Medical School, Distributed by Harvard Uni-
versity Press, 1966. xviii, 248 pp. Illus. $6.95.
This pleasing, almost sumptuous volume is the complete record of "a
family affair," the two-day proceedings by which "the Francis A. Countway
Library of Medicine, heart of the Harvard Medical School," in the words
of poet-editor David McCord, "was dedicated with grace and distinction
equaled only by humility. . . ." The grace and distinction were unquestion-
able, and if the humility was blended with occasional touches of family
pride, anyone who has seen the Countway can understand.
Discretely bound in medical green, while clothed in a compelling dust
jacket, which features on its front John DePol's wood engraving of the
Countway's sweeping grand stairways and on its back a profound passage
from Archibald MacLeish's concluding address, this is, as its editor cor-
rectly implies, "a book that somehow asks to be opened."
The occasion celebrated the union of the rich collections of the Harvard
and Boston Medical libraries under a single new roof. Overworking their
metaphor, several speakers talked light-heartedly of "old suitors," "prior
marital experience," "a wooing of many years," and "a wedding feast" pre-
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ceding "setting up house together." Dr. Howard B. Sprague, President of
the Boston Medical Library, handled the event with true originality, how-
ever, with his description of the "friendly, but somewhat aloof relation-
ship" of "two dusty drops of mercury upon a watchglass":
But, as you all know, if you clean the surface of such drops, make them shine, and
give each a clearer vision of his neighbor, their surface tensions will subside and
they will instantly flow together and become one, especially if you give them a slight
jolt.
We have cleaned these libraries, particularly the books, and . . . now we have
flowed into a single shimmering pool of medical knowledge.
All obviously agreed with Countway Librarian Ralph T. Esterquest that
it was a "sensible historic accomplishment."
"The Boston Medical Library will retain its corporate entity" and "the
rights to its collection," and the Countway will serve-in addition to the
Harvard Medical School-the Fellows and Members of the Boston Medical
Library, the Massachusetts Medical Society, and "physicians and hospitals
throughout New England." (But why is the curiously tripartite printer's
design, "HML-BML-HML," displayed for no obvious reason in the
middle of Dr. Sprague's remarks on "United We Stand"?)
The four symposia dealt with "The Significance of Medical History"
(George P. Berry, Owsei Temkin, Dickinson W. Richards, George W.
Corner, Lloyd G. Stevenson), "The Scientific Information Problem"
(Merle Fainsod, Herbert Menzel, Ralph T. Esterquest, Martin M.
Cummings), "Challenge of the New Technology" (Douglas W. Bryant,
Mortimer Taube, Raynard C. Swank), and the dedication proper
(Nathan M. Pusey, George P. Berry, Howard B. Sprague, Archibald
MacLeish). The Cornerstone Ceremonies of 12 May 1964 are appended
at the end of the book.
The discussions on each of these topics were fully worthy of this galaxy
of speakers and deserve comment which space will not here allow. Instead,
it must suffice to select some of Mr. MacLeish's thoughts on the problems
as well as the promise of libraries:
"The ultimate question," he said, "is whether we can read the books:
whether we can know the knowledge we have now accumulated." "It is no
longer true, if we are to believe the scientists themselves, that knowledge
is whole-that what is known to one mind is necessarily knowable to
another. . . ." "The ordinary educated man" can no longer enter the
"specialists' country" "where the future of mankind is being made."
"... when there are parts-essential parts-of human knowledge which are
not knowable at all to the vast majority of human minds, the library is in
trouble." It must undertake, "if not to translate the untranslatable knowl-
edge ..., at least to place it in its spectrum, so that what we cannot know,
we can know of."
The building which was dedicated is described by its architect, Hugh
Stubbins, as "introspective," the result of the challenge of designing
"nothing less than a monumental structure on a restricted site." Editor
McCord speaks rhapsodically of the anatomy of the building, and Harvard
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Medical Dean George Packer Berry of its being designed "in physiological
terms." A medical library it is, in any case, and this book mirrors its
grandness of thought and spirit.
STANLEY D. TRUELSON, JR.
PRIMATES. COMPARATIVE ANATOMY AND TAXONOMY. Vol. 6, CATARRHINI,
CERCOPITHECOIDEA, CERCOPITHECINAE. By W. C. Osman Hill, M.D.,
F.R.S.E., F.L.S., F.Z.S. New York, Interscience Publishers Inc. (John
Wiley & Sons, Inc.), 1966. xxiii, 757 pp. $45.95.
With Volume Six, Osman Hill's Primates definitively achieves monu-
mental status. Subtitled, Comparative Anatomy and Taxonomy, the author
clearly invites attention from these disciplines. The present review will
attempt to examine some of the "fall-out," the functional aspects of the
primates which the author has generously included in this and previous
volumes. It can be stated at once that this aspect of Primates is exceed-
ingly valuable, in that behavioral and physiological phenomena can be
seen to peculiar advantage in the context of a formal and systematic
presentation.
In his introduction to Ruch's Bibliographia Primatologica (1941) the
late Dr. John F. Fulton enunciated the proposition "if not man, then the
monkey," and expressed the conviction that primate biology in the future
would become even more intimately bound up with teaching and research
in the medical sciences. The 25 years that have elapsed have seen this
wisdom and foresight vindicated to the point that the appearance of these
volumes of Osman Hill is exceedingly timely. Functional studies of the
primates in their own right and as paradigms of man began with the work
of van Herwerden and Hubrecht at the turn of the century. A strong
school associated with the names of Corner, Edgar Allen and Hartman
sought to elucidate the nature of the sex cycle of the primate. An equally
notable school was founded by Fulton himself in the use of primates for
neurophysiological research. Meanwhile Yerkes, Zuckerman and the
Sukhumi school inaugurated studies of primate behavior. Poliomyelitis
made the use of primates mandatory for the laboratory study of infectious
disease, and in numerous ways the advance of medicine is now firmly
linked with the use of primate norms. Hill's Primates thus properly goes
beyond the interests of those who might wish to establish the identity of
a monkey pelt or the provenance of a fragment of mandible.
In retrospect, the first volumes of the series were devoted to the exotica
of the Order: to forms like Tarsius which appear infrequently in western
laboratories or zoos, but which, because of their zoological position have
excited interest and controversy; to Galago, whose afficianados have gen-
erally been private collectors. Examples of the Strepsorhini and Haplorhini
(Volumes I and II) can generally be seen in the larger zoos. Volumes
III-V cover the Infraorder Platyrrhini, the New World monkeys: mar-
mosets, howlers and spiders. Once rather neglected as biological material,
the former, at least, is beginning to appear in laboratory colonies. The
present volume is a general introduction, first, to the Infraorder Catarrhini,
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